V-SHAPED BIONIC WRENCH

The present invention discloses a V-shaped bionic wrench, comprising a handle, a fixed jaw, a movable jaw, a worm and a rack which are disposed on the handle. The movable jaw is disposed on the rack. The worm is engaged with the rack and disposed on the handle. The gripping faces of the movable jaw and the fixed jaw form a V-shaped opening. In use, the gripping faces of the movable jaw and the fixed jaw of the wrench form a V-shaped opening, avoiding the trouble, when screwing an object with a conventional adjustable wrench, of repeatedly adjusting the worm to find the distance at which the wrench is to be opened, and achieving the precise gripping in one step upon insertion into the V-shaped opening, thereby allowing quick and convenient use. In addition, screwing can also be implemented when an object is held at the top of the V-shaped opening, thus saving operating space compared with a conventional wrench. The V-shaped bionic wrench is applicable in operating large nuts while also facilitating gripping. By utilizing the V shape formed by a toothed face and a flat face for gripping, not only is the wrench made easy to reset, but a nut never slips when screwed tight.
Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a manual tool, specifically to a V-shaped bionic wrench.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] Conventional wrenches can screw hexagonal nuts and tetragonal nuts only, and do not work on tubular objects and nuts of other shapes. When a nut is rusted, if the wrench has an insufficient action force, the rusted nut cannot usually be loosened and it is possible that the wrench will slip and damage the nut profile. Besides, the resetting operation is very difficult after the conventional wrench completes the nut screwing at one time. Usually, it is needed to open the wrench to release the nut, reset the wrench, clamp the nut again and repeat the nut screwing operation. Besides, when a conventional wrench is used to screw an object, it is needed to repeatedly adjust the worm to find the opening length of the wrench. Moreover, during the repeated clamping process, the wrench opening greatly tends to loosen. Such operation causes huge difficulties during working. Pipe tongs are mainly applicable to tubular objects. Pipe tongs are relatively heavy and both faces of the pipe tongs have teeth, which cause large damage to the screwed object. Therefore, the service scope of pipe tongs is limited.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The objective of the present invention is to provide a V-shaped bionic wrench which can reset directly and is applicable to various nuts and tubular objects.

[0004] To achieve the above objective, the technical solution of the present invention is as follows.

[0005] A V-shaped bionic wrench includes a handle, and a fixed jaw, a movable jaw, a worm and a rack which are disposed on the handle. The movable jaw is disposed on the rack. The worm is engaged with the rack and disposed on the handle. The gripping faces of the movable jaw and the fixed jaw form a V-shaped opening.

[0006] The fixed jaw includes a fixed jaw body and a wedged slide block; the wedged slide block is fixedly disposed on the fixed jaw body; and the gripping face of the wedged slide block and the gripping face of the movable jaw form the V-shaped opening.

[0007] The fixed jaw includes a fixed jaw body, a wedged slide block and a columnar slide rail; the columnar slide rail is fixedly disposed on the surface of the wedged slide block that is opposite to the gripping face; the fixed jaw body is formed with a slide rail hole capable of accommodating the columnar slide rail; and the gripping face of the wedged slide block and the gripping face of the movable jaw form the V-shaped opening.

[0008] The V-shaped bionic wrench further includes a spring and a spring bolt; a spring hook is disposed at the front end of the columnar slide rail; the spring bolt is inserted into the fixed jaw body from the outside and exactly positioned at the rear end of the columnar slide rail; and the spring has one end suspended on the spring hook and the other end suspended on the spring bolt.

[0009] The V-shaped bionic wrench further includes a stop bolt; a stop block is respectively disposed at each of the two ends of the columnar slide rail; the spring is positioned between the two stop blocks; the stop bolt penetrates the fixed jaw body and is exactly positioned between the spring bolt and the stop block at the tail end of the columnar slide rail.

[0010] Optimally, the gripping face of the wedged slide block is a saw-toothed slope face.

[0011] Optimally, the gripping face of the wedged slide block has a root formed as a plane and a saw-toothed slope face formed above from the root.

[0012] In use, the gripping faces of the movable jaw and the fixed jaw of the wrench form the V-shaped opening, avoiding the trouble, when screwing an object with a conventional adjustable wrench, of repeatedly adjusting the worm to find the distance at which the wrench is to be opened, and achieving the precise gripping in one step upon insertion into the V-shaped opening, thereby allowing quick and convenient use. In addition, screwing can also be implemented when an object is held at the top of the V-shaped opening, thus saving operating space compared with a conventional wrench. The V-shaped bionic wrench is applicable in operating large nuts while also facilitating fastening. By utilizing the V shape gripping generated by the saw-toothed face and the plane for gripping, not only is the wrench made easy to reset, but a nut never slips when screwed tight. The structural design of the wedged slide block increases the stress area of the screwed object, provides more stress directions and applies more uniform stress, thus achieving flexible operation of the screwed object in a small space; besides, the wrench of the present invention works on nuts and tubular objects which cannot be unfastened by conventional wrenches, and overcomes the defects of large weight and damage to screwed objects caused by pipe tongs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] FIG.1 is a schematic view of the appearance of embodiment 1 of the present invention; FIG.2 is a schematic view of the appearance of embodiment 2 of the present invention; FIG.3 is a sectional view of embodiment 2 of the present invention; FIG.4 is a three-dimensional view of a wedged slide block of embodiment 2 of the present invention;
To make the objectives, technical solution and advantages of the present invention more clear, the present invention is described in further detail with reference to the following attached drawings and embodiments. It should be understood that the embodiments depicted here are only illustrative, and do not limit the present invention.

Embodiment 1:

Refer to FIG. 1. A V-shaped bionic wrench is disclosed, including a handle 1, and a fixed jaw 2, a movable jaw 3, a worm 4 and a rack 5 which are disposed on the handle 1, wherein

the fixed jaw 2 includes a fixed jaw body 21 and a wedged slide block 22; the wedged slide block 22 is integrally molded with the fixed jaw body 21; the gripping face of the wedged block slide 22 is shaped as a saw-toothed slope face, together with the gripping face of the movable jaw 3 forming a V-shaped opening.

The movable jaw 3 is disposed on the rack 5; the worm 4 is engaged with the rack 5; and the worm 4 and the rack 5 are disposed on the handle 1.

In use, by adjusting the worm 4, the rack 5 drives the movable jaw 3 to move to a proper position and to sleeve the V-shaped opening on an object to be screwed. The V-shaped opening wrench of the present invention can perform accurate gripping at one time, and therefore is quick and convenient.

Embodiment 2:

Refer to FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 which show embodiment 2 of the present invention. Compared with embodiment 1, embodiment 2 is different in that:

the fixed jaw 2 includes a fixed jaw body 21, a wedged slide block 22 and a columnar slide rail 23; the columnar slide rail 23 is fixedly disposed on the surface of the wedged slide block 22 that is opposite to the gripping face; the fixed jaw body 21 is formed with a slide rail hole 211 capable of accommodating the columnar slide rail 23; and the gripping face of the wedged slide block 22 and the gripping face of the movable jaw 3 form the V-shaped opening.

Refer to FIG. 3 and FIG. 4. A spring 6, a spring bolt 7, a stop bolt 8 and stop blocks 9 are further comprised; a spring hook 231 is disposed at the front end of the columnar slide rail 23; the spring bolt 7 is inserted into the fixed jaw body 21 from the outside; the spring 6 has one end suspended on the spring hook 231, and the other end suspended on the spring bolt 7.

Two stop blocks 9 are provided, respectively disposed at two ends of the columnar slide rail 23. After the assembling is completed, the spring 6 and the spring bolt 7 are both disposed between the two stop blocks 9. Moreover, the stop bolt 8 penetrates the fixed jaw body 21 and is exactly disposed between the spring bolt 7 and the stop block 9 at the tail end of the columnar slide rail 23.

In use, refer to FIGs.5 and 6. The spring bolt 7 is fixedly disposed on the fixed jaw body 21, and the spring 6 has one hand fixed with the spring bolt 7 and the other end suspended on the spring hook 231. Therefore, during use of the wrench, in the process where the wedged slide block 22 is pushed by an outward thrust of the screwed object to properly move outward, the spring 6 can drive the wedged slide block 22 to reset when the outward thrust disappears. Besides, due to the configuration of the stop bolt 8, the wedged slide block 22 has a certain movement space, namely limit positions, which means that the stop blocks 9 can move to the bottom end of the slide rail hole 211, or the stop blocks 9 move to contact the stop bolt 8. With the movement space, the wrench of the present invention can effectively adjust the engaged position between the wrench and an object according to the shape of the object, and then the screwed object is optimally tightly engaged with the wrench, so the contact area of the V-shaped bionic wrench on the screwed object increases greatly. Compared with a common wrench, the V-shaped bionic wrench of the present invention can increase the stress area when screwing the same object with the same force, and then the stress on a unit area of the object is reduced, thus effectively avoiding the screwed object from deforming because of too much stress. Similarly, due to the increase in the contact area between the V-shaped bionic wrench and the screwed object, the stress limit scope of the object screwed with the V-shaped bionic wrench also increases, thus avoiding the problem that many objects suffer worn deformation and screwing failure when screwed with conventional wrenches.

Embodiment 3:

Refer to FIG. 7 which shows embodiment 3 of the present invention. Compared with embodiment 2, embodiment 3 is different in that:

the gripping face of the wedged slide block 22 has a root 211 formed as a plane and a saw-toothed slope face 222 formed above from the root.

By such structure, a bigger force is needed when a nut is screwed to the final position. At this time, the nut is positioned at the planar structure of the wrench, and the plane of the nut contacts the planar structure,
thus avoiding damage to the nut when a bigger force is applied.

Embodiment 4:

Refer to FIG. 8, which is a structural view of the wedged slide block of embodiment 4 of the present invention. Compared with embodiment 2, embodiment 4 is different in that:

the wedged slide block 22 is integrally molded with the columnar slide rail 23; the columnar slide rail 23 is formed with a recession 232; and the stop bolt 8 is exactly positioned in the middle of the recession 232 after penetrating the fixed jaw body 21. In use, when the wedged slide block 22 is pushed by an outward thrust of the screwed object to properly move outward, the stop bolt 8 moves in the space of the recession 232.

The above embodiments are preferable embodiments of the present invention, but the protective scope of the present invention is not limited to the embodiments. Any changes or substitutions that are easily made by those skilled in this field within the technical scope of the present invention shall fall within the protective scope of the present invention. Therefore, the protective scope of the present invention is subject to that of the claims.

Claims

1. A V-shaped bionic wrench, characterized by comprising a handle, and a fixed jaw, a movable jaw, a worm and a rack which are disposed on the handle, wherein the movable jaw is disposed on the rack; the worm is engaged with the rack and disposed on the handle; and the gripping faces of the movable jaw and the fixed jaw form a V-shaped opening.

2. The V-shaped bionic wrench according to claim 1, characterized in that the fixed jaw comprises a fixed jaw body and a wedged slide block; the wedged slide block is fixedly disposed on the fixed jaw body; and the gripping face of the wedged side block and the gripping face of the movable jaw form the V-shaped opening.

3. The V-shaped bionic wrench according to claim 1, characterized in that the fixed jaw includes a fixed jaw body, a wedged slide block and a columnar slide rail; the columnar slide rail is fixedly disposed on the surface of the wedged slide block that is opposite to the gripping face; the fixed jaw body is formed with a slide rail hole capable of accommodating the columnar slide rail; and the gripping face of the wedged slide block and the gripping face of the movable jaw form the V-shaped opening.

4. The V-shaped bionic wrench according to claim 3, characterized by further comprising a spring and a spring bolt, wherein a spring hook is disposed at the front end of the columnar slide rail; the spring bolt is inserted into the fixed jaw body from the outside and exactly positioned at the rear end of the columnar slide rail; and the spring has one end suspended on the spring hook and the other end suspended on the spring bolt.

5. The V-shaped bionic wrench according to claim 4, characterized by further comprising a stop bolt, wherein a stop block is respectively disposed at each of the two ends of the columnar slide rail; the spring is positioned between the two stop blocks; the stop bolt penetrates the fixed jaw body and is exactly positioned between the spring bolt and the stop block at the tail end of the columnar slide rail.

6. The V-shaped bionic wrench according to claim 3, characterized by further comprising a stop bolt, wherein the wedged slide block is integrally molded with the columnar slide rail; the column slide rail is formed with a recession; and the stop bolt penetrates the fixed jaw body and is exactly positioned in the recession.

7. The V-shaped bionic wrench according to any one of claims 2-6, characterized in that the gripping face of the wedged slide block is a saw-toothed slope face.

8. The V-shaped bionic wrench according to any one of claims 2-6, characterized in that the gripping face of the wedged slide block has a root which is formed as a plane parallel to the gripping face of the movable jaw, and has a saw-toothed slope face formed above from the root.
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